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By Mr. Kelly of Boston, petition of Richard A. Kelly for legislation

relative to certain contracts of electric companies. Power and Light.

In the Year One Thousand Nine Hundred and Forty-Six.

An Act relative to certain contracts of electric
COMPANIES.

1 Chapter one hundred and sixty-four of the General
2 Laws, as appearing in the Tercentenary Edition,
3 is hereby amended by inserting after section ninety-
-4 four E, inserted by chapter four hundred of the
5 acts of nineteen hundred and forty-one, the follow-
-6 ing new section:
7 Section 9J+F. There shall be founded fuel clauses
8 for inclusion in the rate schedules of all electric utility
9 companies subject to regulation by the department.

10 The department shall order each electric utility
11 company to submit within thirty days from the
12 date of this order the language of the fuel clause
13 which the company proposes to file when amending
14 an existing rate schedule on file with the department
15 or when filing an electric rate schedule with the
16 department in which a fuel adjustment clause is

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives
in General Court assembled, and by the authority of the
same, as follows:
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17 presently contained or proposed. Fuel adjustment
18 clauses shall be designed not to increase the com-

-19 pany’s net revenue, but to recoup increases in the
20 cost of the fuel and at the same time to give to the
'2l customers the benefits of any decreases in the cost
22 of fuel that may occur in any subsequent downward
23 trend of price levels.
24 The fuel adjustment clause shall provide
25 (a) That the cost of fuel shall be the price per
26 net ton of coal or its equivalent, delivered alongside
27 of generating stations, including inventory.
28 (6) For the same basis of adjustment when the
29 price of fuel is lower as when said price is higher
30 than the base price.
31 (c) That the basis of adjustment be consistent
32 with the generating and delivery efficiency and
33 shall be changed from time to time as changes in
34 such efficiency justify.
35 (d) Whenever the ends of equity as between
36 company and customer can be served thereby, a
37 neutral zone within which the adjustment will not
38 apply, but when the fuel price rises above or falls
39 below the neutral zone the adjustment shall be
40 applied from the base price.:C

41 (e) That a downward adjustment,, reflectin
42 decrease in the cost of fuel, shall be mandatory and
43 an upward adjustment, reflecting an increase in
44 the cost of fuel, shall be at the election of the utility.

45 The fuel adjustment clause as filed shall indie
46 whether such upward adjustment will be applied

47 automatically or only from time to time as the utility
48 may decide.
49 (f) That no coal or oil charge shall be adc

50 the cost of electricity generated by water power
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51 Said proposed fuel adjustment clause shall be
52 accompanied by an explanation of the method and
53 manner of determining the base price, the average
54 cost of fuel and the adjustment rate for increases or
55 decreases in the energy charge.
56 The department shall further order
57 1. That where a fuel clause now contained in
58 existing rate schedules of a company does not con-
-59 form with the uniform principles set forth above,
60 the company shall amend its rate schedules so as to
61 substitute a fuel clause which conforms to the uni-
-62 form principles approved by the commission, such
63 substitution to take place within thirty days from
64 the issuance of the commission’s approval of the
65 language of the uniform fuel clause which the com-
-66 pany proposes to file.
67 2. That any company amending its rate schedules
68 by the substitution of the approved uniform fuel
69 clause, as provided in (1) above, need not change
70 the base price of coal from that on which its existing
71 fuel clause is based, provided the rates in the sched-
-72 ules to which the existing fuel clause applies are not
73 thereby changed.
74 3. That when an existing schedule of a company
75 is amended with respect to rates and such schedule
76 contains a fuel clause, at the time of such amend-
-77 ment, the base price of coal contained in the uniform
78 fuel adjustment clause applying to such schedule
79 shall be subject to review and modification by the
80 department, if found necessary, and that should
81 the change in existing fuel clauses to conform with
82 the uniform principles approved work a hardship
83 upon a particular electric utility in the operation of
84 the clause, the company is at liberty to present
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85 the situation before the department for relief and
86 similarly, should any occasion arise in the future
87 for a particular company, in carrying out this order
88 of the department, to require clarification of the
89 order as applied to its particular case said company
90 may make application to the department for such
91 clarification.


